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In the past few decades, large amount of marine structures, such as breakwaters, pipelines
and wind turbines, have been built in offshore areas. The stabilities of these marine
structures are highly affected by the wave-induced responses of their seabed foundation.
To provide better functionality and stability of the marine structures, investigations of
the wave-seabed-structure interaction phenomenon are of great importance.

The objective of this paper is to develop an integrated finite volume method (FVM)
numerical model for wave-seabed-structure interaction cases, consisting of the following
three main components:

• Ocean wave, governed by the Navier-Stokes equations;

• Rigid, non-deformable offshore structures;

• Nonlinear, porous seabed, governed by the extended Biot’s consolidation equations.

The free surface water wave is solved using the waves2Foam toolbox developed in [1], while
the nonlinear seabed field is solved using the twoSurfacePlastBiotFoam implemented by
the first author in [2]. In this research, the assumption is made that small deformations
in the seabed do not influence the wave motion, hence a 1-way weakly coupled algorithm
for the seabed-wave-structure interactions is used. In other words, the wave part is solved
first, thereafter the wave forces acting on the structure is calculated, and finally the
corresponding wave pressure on the wave-seabed interface and the structural force on the
seabed-structure interface (based on the force balance of the structure) are imposed on
the seabed domain so as to estimate the soil response.

Verification is achieved using 2-D wave theories loading on an unsaturated seabed without
presence of a structure. In Fig.1 it is shown that the numerical results are in good agree-
ment with the analytical solutions presented in [3]. Two currently ongoing application
examples include: a 2-D test case of wave-induced pore pressures and forces around a
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buried pipeline (Fig.2), and a 3-D test case of seabed response under waves with presence
of a submerged structure (Fig.3).
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Figure 1: Vertical distributions of the pore pressure and the effective stresses versus seabed
depth.

Figure 2: 2-D simulation of wave pressure
and seabed pore pressure around a rigid,
fixed pipeline.

Figure 3: Mesh setup of the 3-D test
case with presence of a half-buried sub-
merged structure.
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